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Dialogue on Sustainable Lifestyles Focusing on Tourism

“In a changing world during 
and post COVID, our living 
and lifestyle decisions will 
determine our future and 
the future of tourism.  I am 
a stronger believer that this 
pandemic has emerged as 
an opportunity for us to 
incorporate Sustainable 
Consumption and Production 
patterns to build back better 
the tourism sector post-
COVID19. ”

“Nonrnorn believes that 
hospitality businesses can 
help reduce the extraction 
of virgin materials and 
hence GHG emissions by 
integrating end-of-life 
product recycling into 
their operation. Inspired 
by the Circular Economy 
principle, our ultimate goal 
is to systemically change 
the way we produce and 
consume to make our 
economy sustainable.”

“Travel and tourism 
share huge part of our 
economy and got hit hard 
by the COVID. To see how 
this sector survives with 
sustainability concept 
through our speakers 
provides direction to build 
back better.”

“Sustainability provides 
both opportunities and 
challenges including in 
the tourism sector under 
the COVID-19 pandemic, 
which has also confirmed 
the important roles of 
resilience, especially the 
innovative transformation  
of community-based 
tourism and small& medium 
enterprises concerning 
diversified tourism 
destinations and activities.”

“Sustainability is a journey, 
not a destination. This 
journey is driven by a 
genuine intention to be 
part of the solution, not 
the problem. It must also 
strive to be inclusive, not 
exclusive - financially and 
socially”

“ The positive side of 
pandemic COVID-19 is the 
mother nature can breathe 
easily, less pollution, less 
impacts on climate change. 
Only COVID-19 can stop 
people going out.”

Watch on Youtube 
https://youtu.be/7bnEZcqd97Y

https://youtu.be/7bnEZcqd97Y

